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The Keyboard Blues 

A fake snare drum and hands clapping had never sounded so good. The synthetic sounds were 

streaming through my big, chunky noise-cancelling headphones. Even though all of my classmates were 

sitting around me at their own keyboards, I was in my own little world. I had been so excited when I 

walked into the music room that day in fifth grade. The clean and fresh scent of disinfectant was in the air 

and I saw the electric keyboards lined up around the room.  

“Today is one of the best days of the year,” Mrs A, my music teacher, said to my class. “Each of 

you will get a chance to have some free time with the keyboards to play whatever you would like.”  

When it was my turn, I stepped up to the keyboard, sat down on the squeaky bench, and placed 

the headphones over my ears. My fingers slid across the smooth and slippery keys. From that moment on, 

I was lost to the music. After playing with the piano noise, I discovered that the brightly colored buttons 

on the side could change the sounds to other instruments like drums and percussion. All of a sudden while 

I was jamming, I glanced behind me and saw Mrs. A towering over me with a frown.  

“You need to stop playing and listen!” She yelled in her stern voice.  

My heart stopped. I had heard teachers use that tone of voice with other students, but never before 

with me. I didn’t know how to react. One minute I was having the time of my life, and the next my heart 

was sinking to the ground and I didn’t understand why. Why was she yelling at me? What had I done?  

That was when I realized all of my classmates were staring at me with huge eyes, shocked at what 

was happening. I was the only one who had still been playing. Mrs. A had asked everyone to stop and 

listen, but I had never heard her. Those massive noise-cancelling headphones worked too well. My face 



grew hot and my cheeks turned bright red. My mouth became dry like a desert. It took all of my strength 

to key the tears from leaking out of my eyes. I accidentally did something wrong and Mrs. A gave me a 

consequence for it. Today was definitely not the best day of the year.  

The rest of class it took all of my strength not to cry. I barely heard what Mrs. A said and I was in 

a daze walking back to my regular fifth grade classroom. With my consequence, I was supposed to tell 

my regular teacher Mrs. Bachman what had happened. Breathing deeply and trying to find any bravery 

that I had left, I walked up to Mrs. Bachman’s desk. Before I said a word, Mrs. Bachman knew something 

was wrong.  

“Kailey, are you alright? Is there something wrong?”  

I mumbled what had happened and explained how it was an accident. Mrs. Bachman never 

interrupted and let me explain how I couldn’t hear because of the headphones and how I was so, so sorry. 

She let a couple of seconds go by and looked at me with kindness in her eyes.  

“Kailey,” she said gently, “it’s okay. Everybody makes mistakes. You were responsible by 

coming to me right away and explaining what happened. I’m sure Mrs. A didn’t know the whole story. I 

will tell Mrs. A what you told me and your consequence is gone.”  

As soon as she said those last words, the knotted pit in my stomach unraveled and I was instead 

flooded by relief. Though I was a little nervous to go back to music class, that next day I went in and 

within five minutes, I was feeling that excitement again as we started playing percussion instruments. 

Mrs. A helped me to find my passion for music. However, whenever I hear that fake clapping sound or 

see those types of keyboards, I will never forget the trouble that one quality pair of noise-cancelling 

headphones can cause.  

 

 


